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Step

2

Child labour

pre reading
	What does “child labour” mean? Tick the correct
definition.

1

A When children work at home, for example helping their

parents, assisting in family business or earning pocket money.

B W
 hen children work full-time and are therefore obliged to

leave school.

C When children work as actors in motion pictures, television,

or fashion models also full-time.

What is child labour?

I

Where
f an estimated 215 child labourers
around the world approximately 114
million (53%) are in Asia and the Pacific;
14 million (7%) live in Latin America;
and 65 million (30%) live in Sub-Saharan
Africa.

O

t is clear that not all forms of work that children
perform1 can be called “child labour”. It depends
on the child’s age and on the type of work performed,
under which conditions it is performed and what the
objectives are. In general, when children or adolescents
take part in work that does not affect their health, does
not interfere with their personal development2 or with
Child labour in its most extreme forms
schooling, this is not classified as child labour and is
hildren, after being separated from
not generally considered negative.
their families, become slaves9 and
The term “child labour” is usually referred to the work
are exposed to dangers and diseases10.
3
4
that harms children, threatens their well being
And this often already happens at a very
(emotionally and/or physically) and prevents5 them
early age.
from attending school. Children who work full-time do
Considering how common the
not receive any education, have little or no time to play;
phenomenon is it is clear that it is very
most of them are not even properly fed6 or cared for.
important to eliminate the worst forms of
According to the International Labour Organization,
child labour. The 2010 Global Action Plan
about 215 million children between the ages of 5 and 17
provides a strategic agenda and action
currently work under illegal, dangerous and exploitative7
plan specifically aimed at11 eliminating
condition. They work because of the poverty of their
child labour all around the world.
families, who are not able to provide for them. A high
percentage of children work in commercial agriculture,
fishing, manufacturing,
mining, and domestic service.
Glossary
Many children also work in
1 to perform: svolgere
7 exploitative: di sfruttamento
illicit activities like the drug
2 developement: sviluppo
8 drug trade: traffico di droga
trade8 and prostitution; some
3 to harm: danneggiare
9 slave: schiavo
4 to threaten: minacciare
10 disease: malattia
serve as soldiers in wars.
5 to prevent: impedire
11 aimed at: con lo scopo di
6 to feed: sfamare
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authentic reading

The worst forms of child labour as
defined by Convention No. 182

A

rticle 3:
(a) all forms of slavery or practices similar to slavery, such as the
sale and trafficking of children, debt bondage and serfdom and forced or
compulsory labour, including forced or compulsory recruitment of children
for use in armed conflict;
(b) the use, procuring or offering of a child for prostitution, for the
production of pornography or for pornographic performances;
(c) the use, procuring or offering of a child for illicit activities, in
particular for the production and trafficking of drugs as defined in
the relevant international treaties;
(d) work which, by its nature or the circumstances in which it is
carried out, is likely to harm the health, safety or morals of children.
[Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights]

Comprehension

1

	Answer the following questions.

1 When is child labour not considered negative?

5 In what countries?

2 When is it considered negative or as a problem?

6 When does child labour occur in its most
extreme forms?

3 How many children work under illegal,
dangerous and exploitative conditions according
to the International Labour Organization?

7 What is the organization that tries to eliminate
the worst forms of child labour?

4 Where do the children work mainly?

grammar

verbs + prepositions

In the text you find some verbs that are followed by prepositions before the object of the verb.
You probably know already to wait for, in which “for” is the dependent preposition for “wait”.

He’s waiting for a bus.

2

	These are the verbs followed by prepositions
you have found in the text. Write the right
preposition after each verb.

3

	
Complete
these sentences with the
verb+preposition.

provide • prevent • refer • interfere • depend

1 To provide .............…..………........ someone

1 Who can .............…..………........ this child? He has no one.

2 To care .............…..………........ someone

2 We completely .............…..………........ our family,

3 To prevent someone .............…..………........ doing
something

unfortunately.
3 This word .............…..………........ a complicated concept.

4 To refer .............…..………........ something/someone.

4 Work shouldn’t .............…..………........our relationship.

5 To interfere .............…..………........ something/someone

5 We must .............…..………........ people .............…..………........

6 To depend .............…..………........ someone/something

exploiting children.
U1. Issues and problems
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